Henry’s
Big
City
Photos

brings the New Orleans
culture and flavor to
friends around the world
By Anita Oubre

B

ack in his element since the easing of COVID19 restrictions, New Orleans-based photographer

Henry York can be seen all over town at music venues,
second lines, parties and other events, visually documenting the gatherings that have started taking place again.
Since his arrival in New Orleans,
photography has been his passion and his
camera is his ticket into the many events
that he enjoys capturing with his lens.
His photographs have been published in
Breakthru Media magazine and other New
Orleans publications and digital media.
“I love going after new experiences,”
Henry said. “I tend to get bored easily
and New Orleans is the perfect place for
me to seek new adventures. At this stage
in life there are no more big deals so you
must do what makes you happy.”

Born and raised in the New York City
borough of Queens, Henry was the only
child of Rose Lee and Henry Octavius
York. His mother was a beautician, and
his father was a mechanic. They worked
tirelessly to give Henry a good life after
relocating from the South and escaping
the restrictions of the Jim Crow era.
“I was a loner; what you would call a
latch key kid. I walked to school and spent
most afternoons amusing myself while my
parents worked,” Henry recalled. He was
born with a deformity in his hip and that
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prevented him from playing organized
sports. Over the years he had many operations, including a replacement implant
but he still walks with a limp.
Henry went on to study accounting for
which he received an associate’s degree.
He worked for the NYC transit authority
and was responsible for processing all of
the city vouchers. “It was a good gig, but it
was a boring job and I longed to do something else,” said Henry.
On the recommendation from an old
friend, Henry applied for a position on the
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back home in New York had never seen
anything like it.”
This gave birth to Henry’s Big City
Photos in which he brings the New
Orleans culture and flavor to friends all
over the world through his social media
accounts. He also makes a point of sharing his photos with the artists by making
copies for them and tagging them in posts.
He especially enjoys photographing
the second lines that often take place on
Sunday afternoons. He is usually at the
start, preferring to shoot photos of the
club members coming out of the door.
The Sudan, Dumaine Street Gang, Tremé
Sidewalk Steppers and The Lady Rollers
are all his favorites because of the style
and showmanship each group possesses.
“The outfits and shoes are so well coordinated. The colors are always amazing
and they photograph really well,” he said.
Henry has even attended a few Mardi
Gras balls and he keeps a tuxedo ready
in his closet for the next invite. He has
ridden in the Krewe of Oshun but he
prefers staying on the ground and capturing all the activity through the lens of his
camera.
“I’ll be honest with you, at first I wasn’t
received too well,” he confessed. “I was a

big guy with a New York accent popping
up taking photos and I was called out a
few times as being a culture vulture. But,
once folks got to know me and realized
I was not selling their photos but using
them to showcase all the wonderful talent
New Orleans has to offer, I began to make
friends and build relationships.”
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transportation side of the transit authority,
and he ended up as a New York City bus
operator for 22 years.
Being a problem solver and someone
who others could rely on resulted in
Henry becoming a peer counselor soon
after the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001.
“Everyone was on edge, assuming that
terrorists would go after the transportation
system next,” said Henry. He recalled the
stress and anxiety that the bus drivers and
subway workers were under during that
time, fearing the possible threat of more
attacks. He was part of a group effort that
included psychiatrists, clergy members
and doctors to address the concerns that
were mounting.
But, after so many years bent over the
wheel of the bus, Henry began to experience serious physical strain on his knees
and back, as well as the hip deformity that
had plagued him his entire life. At that
point he decided to retire, and he was
eager to start the next chapter of his life.
With plenty of time on his hands and
a generous pension Henry decided to
travel. He loved bringing a camera along
and capturing the colorful new regions
he was experiencing. After photographing a lovely woman on a cruise, the two
exchanged numbers and began a long-distance friendship that would ultimately
lead to marriage and his move to New
Orleans.
Henry enjoyed exploring his new hometown and he quickly learned that it was a
photographer’s dream. “I moved to New
Orleans knowing one person and when
my marriage dissolved, I started doing
volunteer work to meet people,” he said.
Henry dove into the New Orleans
culture by volunteering for public radio
station WWOZ. He also spent time
giving back to the New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Foundation and soon became a
fixture at many of the festivals and citywide events.
“I would bring my camera along with
me and take photos in between my other
responsibilities,” Henry recalled. “The
first time I saw a Mardi Gras Indian I
posted it on social media and my friends
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Henry insists that he is not a professional photographer and he is the first to
tell you about his outdated equipment. “I
rarely get paid for my photos and other
photographers say I make it bad for them
by not charging accordingly but I do this
because I enjoy it.”
Henry can be found at most live music
venues hanging out backstage sipping on a
Sprite and chatting it up with local celebrities. He has had the honor to photograph
many luminaries including Irma Thomas,
Leo Nocentelli, Cyril Neville, Dr. John,
Ellis Marsalis, Rockin’ Dopsie Jr. and Dr.
Michael White to name a few. He has
established relationships with many of the
brass bands and he enjoys photographing
Hot 8, Rebirth and New Birth. One of
his favorite bands to listen to as well as
photograph is the Honey Island Swamp
Band. He has also captured images of the
Andrews family, Tank and the Bangas,
Kermit Ruffins and many others. “I make
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a habit of capturing everyone in the group
from all angles and sharing my work with
them,” he said.
Once a show begins, Henry takes his
role very seriously. He can be seen moving
at multiple angles trying to get that perfect
shot. At 71, with his 6’2” frame and three
pins in his hip, this is not always an easy
task but he loves every minute of it.
“I’m a rough, demanding and aggressive
photographer but that comes from growing up in the hood. I am admired in the
community and I get to enjoy all that New
Orleans has to offer.”
Samples of Henry York’s work can be
seen in the umbrella room at the JAM Nola
gallery and exhibit space at 2832 Royal Street
in the Faubourg Marigny. He is also at the
New Orleans Jazz Museum on most Tuesdays
where he goes live on Facebook for those who
cannot attend in person. His photos can be
found online at Henry’s Big City Photos or @
hyork696 on Instagram.
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